Deals with our neighbours
For QFT Community, LUMI and QFT Members
10% off your food bill at The Practitioner
Show your QFT Community, LUMI or QFT Member card to get 10% off food at The Practitioner.
Offer is available until the end of the year, excluding public or bank holidays or any other
promotional offer.

20% off your food bill at Lavery’s and Woodworkers
Show your QFT Community, LUMI or QFT Member card to get 20% off food at Lavery’s and
Woodworkers.

Deals exclusive to QFT Members
15% off your bill at Kaffe O
Just show your QFT Member card when you go to pay. Takeaway and sit in included, alcohol
excluded. Promo available in both Botanic and Ormeau branches.

20% off your food bill at Molly’s Yard (for parties of up to 4 people)
Just show your QFT Member card to redeem. Offer available Monday to Saturday 4pm-7pm.
Advance booking is advisable. Offer excludes set and bistro menus, does not include drinks
and cannot be used in conjunction with any other offer.
Located in the heart of Queen’s University Quarter, Molly’s Yard is housed in the converted
Victorian stables and courtyard of College Green House and serves superior but unpretentious Modern Irish cuisine. is a Belfast restaurant with such a disarmingly relaxed and
familiar charm that once inside you feel far from the madding crowd.
The menus are kept small with the emphasis placed on preparing food which is fresh, seasonal and locally sourced.
An added attraction (if any were needed) is the draught beer on sale. Molly’s Yard is currently the only restaurant in town where you can enjoy a Headless Dog,
Molly’s Chocolate Stout or Belfast Blonde on tap, and all produced just down the road at
Hilden Brewery, Ireland’s oldest independent brewery.

Deals are subject to change. Last updated Monday 10 February 2020.

